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Can we auto correct humanity message

Did you know that the average person spends four years of his life, looking down on his rival - yes. You heard me right. We live in a tech-addicted, selfie-aating, blue-screen staring world. So many people are more concerned about joining social media than real relationships in person. It's easier to text all
day than to have coffee. It's easier to scroll than to pick up a new book. It's easier to disconnect distractions than to re-connect with who we are and start contacting who we want to be. And we're not the only ones frustrated by that. Chances are, if you're part of our community, you'll probably nod with us.
Fortunately, there are people like Prince Ea out there who use their talents + passions to bring awareness to our hyperconnected (or say overconnected) society. This insanely talented man creates spoken word poems with the deepest, yet real and grounded issues around our generation. If you haven't
seen any of your videos, these are our two favorites: Why most people die before the age of 25. Prince Ea's activism is a real connection and passion speaks right to the core+ we hope you'll enjoy videos like we do did.ps – Yes, we realize the irony of talking about these technology and social media
addictions that plague our world so well on an online platform. Prince Ea uses YouTube, i've got the blog. Nevertheless, we believe in conscious technology. The Internet has become an incredible tool for creating and building communities. The problem only develops when we start to become addicted to
these technologies and allow our social media lives to mask offline life. Let's live our real lives both offline and offline (with great emphasis on who!). ''Can we automatically correct mankind?'' Analysis One of the sources I decided to gotten the cable in me was YouTube's famous Richard Williams, aka
Prince Ea. Can We Auto-correct Your YouTube Video Humanity? addressed to him under the name of the Member States. The video consists of a spoken word poem by Prince Ea, which includes metaphors, and wonderful word choices. His message throughout the video was not to live through the
phone and social media, but to live in the moment and enjoy the experiences while still living in them.
Prince Ea was able to capture the audience and his message resonates with viewers due to the use of postos, logos and ethos. By creating a very popular YouTube account with thousands of viewers
and subscribers, Prince Ea has built a lot of credit (ethos) that can help convince audiences of his message.
In addition, the video helped convince viewers to be less technologically dependent on the use of logos on personal accounts and facts said in the YouTube video. considering that Prince Ea
wanted to communicate with his friend and his friend offered skype was the story that most people probably connected to and added to the argument. Also, during the spoken word added that the attention span of the human is a lower than a gold fish. It's also for the gym people to put down the
technology. Finally, through the use of the postos, appealing to the personal emotions of Prince Ea is able to convince viewers that life is a more balanced life with less technology better. His words are full of emotion, and the use of alliteration iPhones, iPads, iMacs directly pulls viewers' heart cords. Also,
the solemn music in the background determines the tone that evokes emotion. -Sharon Eady The writer asks: Can we find a balance in the world constantly asking for our attention and updates? No, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, rapper Prince Ea shares his views on the digital craze that leaves many
consuming technology. Show moreShow more Watch this great video of rapper Prince Ea in the form of spoken word poetry, convincing us to hang up the phone to connect to the real world and real people. What is mobile in the future and does it affect humanity? According to the survey, we spend 23
days a year on our phones, browsing the internet and sending text messages seems to be the most popular activities, not phone calls, as expected. Click below to watch this thought-provoking video of Prince Ea now. Did you know that the average person spends four years of his life looking down on his
cell phone? It's kind of ironic, isn't it? That these are touch screens that we lose touch, but it's no wonder that in a world full of iMacs, iPads and iPhones So many i, so many selfies, not enough of us, and what See Technology has made us more selfish and separate than ever Because while it claims to
connect us, contact has not gotten any better and let me express the first Mr. Zuckerberg, not that rude but we need to reclassily facebook to see what it is: An anti-social network reason, while we can be great friend lists So many of us friends, totally friendships, alone Causes friendships and more
broken screens on our very phones We sit at home on our computers measuring the self worthwhile number of followers and likes ignoring those who actually love us It seems we prefer to write an angry post Like talk that someone who actually hugs us Am I bugged? Tell him... I asked a friend the other
day lets meet face to face I was told ok when you want Skype? I replied OMG, srs, then a lot of smh's and realized what about me? Don't I have the patience to talk without an abbreviation? This generation of media over stimulation Conversations have been reduced to snaps of news 140 characters
Videos 6 seconds at high speed and wonder why ADD faster than 4G LTE But, get a load from studies that show attention span of the average adult today is a second lower than a gold fish So if you're one of the few people or aquatic animals that haven't clicked down or close this video, congratulations
Let me finish by saying that we have a choice, yes, but it's my friends we can't auto-correct – we have to do it ourselves to take control or be checked That Decision Me? I no longer want to spoil a valuable snap shot of that phone I'm just going to keep them I don't want to take a picture of all the meals
anymore – I'm just going to eat them I don't want the new app, the new software, or the new update, and if I want to post an old photo of myself who says I have to wait until Thursday so tired I'm performing on the beauty of vanity and meets the accepted form of digital madness Call me crazy but, think of
a world where we smile when we have low batteries Because that means that we'll have a bar closer - humanity you were convinced to hang up the phone after watching the video? You see, technology has made us more selfish and separate than ever, because although it claims to connect us,
connection has gotten no better. Did you know that the average person spends four years of their life looking down at a cell phone? Ironically, isn't it true that these touch screens are going to make us lose touch? But it's no wonder in a world full of iMac, iPad and iPhone. There are so many, so many
selfies, not enough us and us. See, technology has made us more selfish and separate than ever, because even though he claims to connect us, the relationship didn't get any better. And first, let me put it this way, Mr. Zuckerberg, not to be rude, but you should re-list Facebook for what it is: an antisocial

network. Although we may have great friend lists, so many are unfriendly, alone, because our friendships are more broken than the screens on our very phones. We sit at home on our computers and measure our self-worth based on the number of followers and likes, ignoring those who really love us.
Looks like we'd rather write an angry post than talk to someone who can hug us. Am I a bug? You're telling me because the other day I asked a friend to meet me face to face, and he said, When are you going to Skype me? I said OMG. And so, I rested a lot of estimates and realized, What about me?
Don't I have the patience to talk without an abbreviation? It's the generation of media over stimulation. Chats have been reduced to snapshots. With news of 140 characters, videos take six seconds at high speed and wonder why ADD rises faster than 4g LTE. But get a lot of this ongoing show. The
attention span of the average adult today is a second lower than a goldfish. So, if you wanted a few people who are aquatic animals that are yet to click off or close this video, Let me finish by saying, yes, but this one, my friends, we can't fix it automatically. We have to do it ourselves. Take control or
control it. Arbitrate. I no longer want to spoil a precious moment by recording it on the phone; I'm just keeping them. I don't want to take pictures of all my food anymore, I just eat them. I don't want the new app, the new software or the new update. And if I want to post the old photo, who says I have to wait
until Thursday? I'm sick of competing in thwarting and complying with the accepted form of digital madness. Call me crazy, but I imagine a world where we smile when there are few elements, because that would mean a bar closer to humanity. SEE THE FULL VIDEO Prince Ea #divatranscriptions
#Technology #Internet #humanconnections #humaninteractionversustechnology #choice #livethemoment #enoughantisocial There seem to be no technological barriers. But we have human limitations, and more often it seems that technological advances are moving faster than human understanding. Will
the technology go fast? The biggest challenge we face when we look at technology is to do it from technological advances, from human development! We are now entering a phase where we are more aware of our technological dependence. Our Western societies are increasingly dependent on
technology, and any hard technology has brought ourselves many great opportunities to ask ourselves whether technology has really changed so far. For example, we are still fully addicted to a dominant economic model that adores growth but fuels inequality and disrespect on our planet. We have
unlimited access to information over the Internet, but we still live in a world dominated by advertising and marketing. With more gadgets, you can ever communicate, but it's hard to start a normal conversation in the real physical world. When will technology keep up with its promises? Of course,
technology has brought great things. It has democratized information and even production processes with 3D printing. This gives us more opportunities to live within the boundaries of our planet because of new ways to take advantage of energy, production and distribution. Technology has given us more
information about our human bodies, and in the near future we will be able to control even more horrific deceased people. But the biggest thing we're not going to miss right now is a change of mindset. Western societies need to restore their living and mindset. When we expand the limits, we see that this
trend is evolving and much more important than all technological changes. The evolution of thinking is driven by technology and is truly disturbing. We are seeing a big shift in ego from the eco. A where we are aware that our current way of life has run out. We are not going to eat ourselves out of this
economic situation. It should be in a world where it becomes profitable to add to the human sphere instead of just subtracting it. If we look at technology, we have become addicted and we need to learn to manage the social and endless opportunities provided by technology. Together with all times low
confidence we want to set institutions and organizations. But the next phase we're going through is the mindset. How do we use all the new technology to make real human progress? And to create that, we need to learn what we've learned because our dominant paradigms are leading us down the wrong
path to the future. Future.
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